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Flight Site, helicopter landing
zone/scene safety kit. Flight Site will
identify your helicopter landing zones
in the safest and most effective way
possible.
With thousands of Flight Site landing
zones in service, this system has
proven to be an outstanding
contribution to medivac / rescue
teams.
This five-strobe system with its
12,800Ft. ceiling identifies the landing
zone to the pilots from great distances.
Flight Site with its non vision
impairing flash saves pilots precious
life- saving time while pinpointing
landing zones with extreme accuracy.
Flight Site is easy to use and is
quickly deployed. This will not allow
the strobes to move even under the
heaviest rotorwash conditions. Flight
Site has many diverse applications that
can be applied to your department's
operations. Enhance your high-rise
operations by using our multi colored
strobes to identify floor-to-floor
operations or by marking your water
supply lines in roadways to motorists.
You will now have the capabilities to
do these and many more applications
with the very affordable, Flight Site
Landing Zone/Scene Safety Kit.
Flight Site will enhance your

medivac/rescue delivery while at the
same time add a multipurpose tool to
your department.
With the very affordable, Flight Site
helicopter landing zone/Scene Safety
Kit you will enhance your
medivac/rescue delivery. For any
questions please feel free to call us.

FLIGHT SITE HELICOPTER LANDING ZONE/SCENE SAFETY KIT INCLUDES:
1 CARRYING BAG
5 XENON STROBES
5 CLEAR LENSES
5 AMBER LENSES
5 RED LENSES
5 WEIGHTWASHERS for stabilizing strobes
10 AA BATTERIES
Lenses also available in green and blue
Standard Kit with 5 Strobes $229.95 ea. Kit Described above
Flight Site Kit with 5 LED Modules Substituting the Strobes and No Extra Lens
Covers $239.95 Amber and Red LED Kits $245.00 Blue, White and Green LED Kits
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR OTHER USES:
Extension Tools (ET) for elevation and also traffic control
Individual Flight Site parts also available. Strobe and LED modules,
Weightwasher Bases and replacement Colored Lens Covers

Remember if it Doesn’t Say Flight Site
It Has Not Been Pilot Tested and Approved

